Outcomes of Diabetic Macular Edema Eyes with Limited Early Response in the VISTA and VIVID Studies.
To evaluate benefit of continued treatment in diabetic macular edema (DME) eyes showing a limited early response to treatment. Post hoc analysis of VISTA and VIVID. 818 patients (eyes) with DME. Eyes with baseline central subfield thickness (CST) of ≥300 μm that received 2-mg intravitreal aflibercept injection (IAI) every 4 weeks (2q4) or every 8 weeks after 5 monthly injections (2q8) or laser control treatment were included in this analysis if they showed a limited early response at week 12 after 3 monthly injections or a single laser treatment at baseline, as defined by those who met: anatomic criteria (CST reduction ≤10% and CST >300 μm); visual criteria (best-corrected visual acuity [BCVA] gain <5 letters); or both. Least square (LS) means repeated measures were used to compare outcomes between initial (baseline-week 12) and later (weeks 16-100) periods within each treatment group. Visual outcomes of eyes with limited early response through week 100. In the anatomic subgroup, mean BCVA gains with 2q4 (n = 41) and 2q8 (n = 31) from baseline were 4.3 and 6.6 letters at week 12 and 8.6 and 8.5 letters at week 100, respectively. Corresponding LS mean differences for BCVA gains between initial and later periods were 3.0 (P = 0.0026) and 3.6 letters (P = 0.0017), respectively. In the visual subgroup, mean BCVA gains with 2q4 (n = 53) and 2q8 (n = 49) from baseline were 0.4 and 0.3 letters at week 12 and 6.1 and 4.1 letters at week 100, respectively. Corresponding LS mean differences for BCVA gains between initial and later periods were 5.0 (P < 0.0001) and 3.1 letters (P = 0.0008), respectively. In the combined subgroup, only a small percentage of IAI-treated eyes (<7%) met criteria. Regardless of type of limited early response, continued laser treatment did not result in additional BCVA gains through week 100. Significant vision improvements were observed through week 100 with continued IAI treatment in a small number of DME eyes that showed a limited early response after 3 monthly IAI.